M-TOUCH
TouchScreen
Keypad
Features That Make
a Difference:
•

Extremely intuitive user interface

•

Responsive, high-resolution 7"
(177.8 mm) full color touchscreen

•

Configurable home screen

•

Built-in and easy-to-update digital
picture frame using integrated SD
card slot

•

Clean, low-profile case blends into
any décor

•

Quick-view LED status indicators
(User logged, Armed, Trouble and
Power)

•

Displays time and date

M-Touch - All the
security you want
with just a touch
The M-Touch touchscreen keypad,
while offering a clean and versatile
design able to blend into any décor,
guarantees all the functionalities of a
powerful and intuitive interface.
Perfectly compatible with ABSOLUTA
Series control panels, the M-Touch
offers the latest technologies for an
easy and interactive way to effectively
control and manage the security
system,  with the benefit of simple
and fast programming users have
come to expect from Bentel Security
products.

Easy to Install
The M-Touch keypad has been
designed with the user and installer
in mind.
The user will particularly appreciate
the intuitive interface for simple
management of the security system
allowing them to select an arming
mode with as little as one touch on
the screen!

Contact your Bentel Security Authorized Distributor
www.bentelsecurity.com | +39 0861-839060

Installers will be able to configure
four arming modes and customize
the keypad background uploading,
to include business logo, contact
details, pictures, etc.

The M-Touch keypad allows full
control of the system based on
ABSOLUTA control panel, including
some home automation applications
such as the programming of lights,
heating, watering and many other
appliances. Even complex scenarios,
become simple and easy to handle
from the keypad.

Easy for Users

Specifications

Special consideration was given to the creation of a
particularly intuitive menu that allows the user to maximize
the potential of the ABSOLUTA control panel.

Dimensions.... 127.9 mm (L) x 195 mm (W) x 20.35 mm (D)

The most salient feature of the M-Touch Touchscreen
keypad is undoubtedly its user-friendliness.

Screen dimension....................................155 x 87 mm (7")

Large, clearly recognizable on-screen buttons and
intuitive menu-driven screens facilitate ease of use and
programming. Arming and disarming only takes a touch.

Input voltage.......................................................... 12 VDC

To access the Super Keys, the user just presses the
related button at the left without entering any PIN

Viewing angle..................................... Horizontal: 70° (typ.)
................................. Vertical: 50° (top), 70° (bottom) (typ.)
Resolution..........................................................800 x 480
Brightness......................................................... 280 cd/m2
Current draw................ 100 mA (standby) / 300 mA (max.)
Max distance from control panel.............................. 150 m
Operating environment................. Temperature: 0 to 55 °C
............................................... Relative humidity: 5 to 93%
SD card slot...................Holds any SD card of max 32 GB
................................(32 x 24 x 2.1 mm) containing photos
Wiring........................... BPI Standard four-wire connection
Supported languages...... English, Italian, French, Spanish, .
..................`Portuguese, German, Dutch, Swedish, Danish

Compatibility
ABSOLUTA v3.0 and higher
LED status lights on the bottom of the frame provide a
quick visual check on the security system.
Furthermore, the integrated digital picture frame gives
user the flexibility to display photos as a single image,
a timed slideshow or as a default background screen.
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